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The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) occurred approximately 55 million
years ago, and is one of the most dramatic abrupt global warming events in the geological record. This warming was triggered by the sudden release of thousands of
gigatons of carbon into the atmosphere and is widely perceived to be the best analogue for current anthropogenic climate change. Yet, the mechanism of recovery from
this event remains controversial. A massive increase in the intensity of the marine biological pump (“productivity feedback”) has been suggested to cause a drawdown of
atmospheric CO2 and subsequent carbon sequestration in the ocean. A re-evaluation
of the “productivity feedback hypothesis”, based on biogenic barium mass accumulation rates (Ba-MARs) for a site in the Southern Ocean, finds that any increase in export
production lagged the initial carbon release by at least ∼70 000 years. This implies that
export production did not rapidly remove excess carbon from the atmosphere, and renders the most likely mechanism for carbon removal to be silicate weathering, at much
slower rates than previously assumed.
1 Introduction
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Carbon and oxygen isotope records indicate that the PETM occurred in response to
the release of several thousand gigatons of carbon into the atmosphere, presenting
a test case in the geological record of the Earth’s climate response to rapid anthropogenic warming (Kennett and Stott, 1991; Thomas and Shackleton, 1996; Zachos
et al., 2001; Higgins and Schrag, 2006; Pagani et al., 2006). Sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) are estimated to have risen by 5◦ C in the tropics and by up to 9◦ C at high latitudes (Kennett and Stott, 1991; Zachos et al., 2003; Tripati and Elderfield, 2005) with
◦
peak polar temperatures in excess of 20 C (Tripati and Elderfield, 2005; Sluijs et al.,
2006). Environmental changes resulted in the extinction of 30–50% of deep-sea benthic foraminiferal species (Thomas and Shackleton, 1996) as well as the dispersal of
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land mammals (Bowen et al., 2002).
The source and mass of carbon released at the PETM are not well understood, in
part due to the limited number of existing records of deep-water carbon chemistry.
Constraints on the source and mass of carbon come from the measured magnitude of
13
the δ C anomaly (∼2–3‰ referred to here as the carbon isotope excursion, CIE) and
the shoaling of the carbonate compensation depth (CCD) (Kennett and Stott, 1991;
Dickens et al., 1997; Zachos et al., 2001, 2005; Pagani et al., 2006). The trigger for the
carbon emission is controversial, with several suggested mechanisms, e.g., gradual
global warming (Zachos et al., 2001; Sluijs et al., 2007), intrusive volcanism (Bralower
et al., 1997; Svensen et al., 2004), a bolide impact (Kent et al., 2003), an abrupt
change in ocean circulation (Bice and Marotzke, 2002; Tripati and Elderfield, 2004,
2005; Nunes and Norris, 2006), or massive submarine landslides (Katz et al., 1999).
Equally ambiguous is the mechanism and rate by which this excess carbon was removed from the atmosphere and oceans. One of the most prominent hypotheses in
this regard is that a sharp increase in marine biological productivity and an associated
increase in export production resulted in a drawdown of atmospheric CO2 concentrations. This “productivity feedback hypothesis” is based on a pronounced increase in the
mass accumulation rates of biogenic barium, a proxy of export production in surface
waters, at ODP sites 690 and 1051 (Figs. 1 and 2) (Bains et al., 2000), with similar
observations elsewhere (Schmitz et al., 1997; Faul and Paytan, 2005; Paytan and Griffith, 2007). While high primary productivity during the PETM is supported by some
reconstructions of oceanic productivity (Thomas and Shackleton, 1996; Crouch et al.,
2001; Bains et al., 2003; Stoll and Bains, 2003; Stoll et al., 2007), other studies are
either ambiguous or at odds with this conclusion (Bralower, 2002; Dickens et al., 2003;
Bowen et al., 2004; Kelly et al., 2005; Paytan et al., 2007), yielding conflicting results
and differing interpretations.
Here, we test the “productivity feedback hypothesis” (Bains et al., 2000) by reevaluating the productivity record at Site 690, which is located in the Southern Ocean
(Fig. 1), and is the most complete and well studied PETM record to date.
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2 Methodology
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Marine barite and biogenic barium correspond to the organic carbon flux from the surface ocean to the deep ocean (export production). Their preservation (in non-sulfate
reducing environments) is high and their mass accumulation rates in the sedimentary
record are thus considered robust proxies for past export production (Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Bishop, 1988; Legeleux and Reyss, 1996; Paytan et al., 1996; Monnin
et al., 1999; Dickens et al., 2003; Paytan and Griffith, 2007).
Ba-MARs reflect the measured element concentrations (i.e., [Ba]) and the bulk mass
accumulation rates (bulk-MARs). The latter are themselves a function of sediment dry
bulk density (ρ) and the linear sedimentation rates (LSR) (Eq. 1).
BaMAR = bulkMAR × [Ba] = LSR × ρ × [Ba]
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LSR are obtained from independent age constraints such as orbital-tuning, magnetostratigraphy or absolute dating methods, rendering the bulk- and Ba-MARs sensitive
to the choice of age model (Curry and Lohmann, 1986; Lyle et al., 1988; Rea and
Leinen, 1988; Francois et al., 2004; Lyle et al., 2005). Thus, any interpretation of BaMARs in the context of the PETM event will depend on the validity of the underlying
age model. The original age model used to calculate the discussed Ba-MARs was initially established for ODP site 1051 by orbital-tuning (Norris and Röhl, 1999) and later
13
expanded to ODP Site 690 by correlating δ C peaks (Bains et al., 2000). Several
refined high-resolution age models have subsequently been established for this site
(Röhl et al., 2000, 2007; Farley and Eltgroth, 2003). Here, we re-examine the export
production record during the PETM, reconstructed from Ba-MARs, by using two independent updated age models by using two independent updated age models (Fig. 3).
2.1

25

(1)

3

He-based approach

The first re-evaluation expands on the study of Farley and Eltgroth (2003) who produced a highly resolved 3 He record for ODP site 690. 3 He in sediments primarily de2394
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rived from small interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) (Farley et al., 1997; Farley, 2001).
Because the helium isotopic composition of the interplanetary dust signal differs from
terrestrial material by approximately four orders of magnitude, isotopic measurements
can be used to identify the extraterrestrial source and quantify its fraction in the sed3
iment. Assuming that the flux of extraterrestrial He to the Earth’s surface (F3 He ) is
constant over a certain time period (Marcantonio et al., 1996, 1999; Mukhopadhyay
et al., 2001; Farley and Eltgroth, 2003; Winckler et al., 2004, 2005) and can be determined, for example by measuring the amount of extraterrestrial 3 He over a well known,
3
independently dated adjacent time interval, He concentration measurements can be
inverted to calculate bulk-MARs (Eq. 2).
bulkMAR =

15

F3 He

(2)

3 He

One of the advantages of this approach is that it provides instantaneous mass accumulation rates at each sample depth, whereas the resolution of orbital-tuning is limited
to about ∼20 ka (precession cycle). Farley and Eltgroth (2003) used this constant flux
proxy approach to reconstruct bulk-MARs for the PETM interval at ODP site 690.
2.2 Orbitally-tuned age models
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The second and more common approach used to determine the chronological framework of the PETM is orbital-tuning (Norris and Röhl, 1999; Röhl et al., 2000), whereby
repeated cycles of elemental concentrations or lithological components are assumed to
represent precession cycles (∼20 ka), and thus, the time-length of particular sequences
within a sedimentary section can be determined. Here, we focus on the most recent
orbitally-tuned age model by Röhl et al. (2007) which is based on a wide compilation of
data from several sites as well as an adjacent age calibration for the Paleocene-Eocene
transition (Westerhold et al., 2007, 2008). This age model presents a refinement of the
age-model (Norris and Röhl, 1999) used by Bains et al. (2000).
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3 Reconstructions of mass accumulation rates
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In the following discussion we re-evaluate the bulk- and Ba-MARs based on the two age
3
models detailed above for ODP site 690. The He-derived age model suggests a slight
decrease in bulk-MARs shortly before the CIE (Fig. 2). Approximately 70 ka after the
start of the CIE, bulk-MARs started a gradual increase and reached a maximum rate
2
−1
of ∼20–25 g·cm ka (an order of magnitude increase) about 20 ka later. The bulkMAR record based on the updated orbitally-tuned age model (Röhl et al., 2007) is in
3
reasonable agreement with the He-derived age model for the time period before and
during most of the CIE (Fig. 2).
However, the two age models display significant divergence starting at ∼169.8 m,
coincident with the carbon isotope minima (CIM) point. While the 3 He-derived age
model implies the start of a gradual but significant increase in bulk-MAR from this point
onwards, the orbitally-tuned age model implies relative constant bulk-MARs until the
end of the CIE, after which it increases abruptly and remains constant thereafter.
A potential cause for this difference between the age models is massive carbonate dissolution, reflecting the temporal shoaling of the CCD during the PETM (Zachos
et al., 2005). Such dissolution condenses sedimentary sections and could bias the
interpreted bulk-MARs towards lower values. It is also likely to have a larger impact on
the orbitally-tuned age models compared to the 3 He-derived ages because the former
would be “missing” cycles, while the latter would still record the accumulated 3 He signal
in the primarily insoluble IDP particles. Under such conditions, the actual bulk-MARs
should be higher, closer to those suggested by Farley and Eltgroth (2003). Indeed, the
significant environmental changes associated with the PETM would most likely have
affected non-carbonate sedimentation, also influencing MARs. This is further supported by shifts in the lithology of the PETM sequence at Site 690 and elsewhere (e.g.,
ODP leg 208 at Walvis Ridge) (Zachos et al., 2005). Lacking any absolute standard to
3
evaluate the age models against, the large perturbation expressed by the He-derived
age model seems to better reflect such a scenario, compared to the relatively constant
2396

deposition rates implied by the orbitally-tuned age models (Fig. 3).
4 Barium MARs and discrepancies regarding biosphere feedback
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Despite the differences between them, both re-evaluations are internally consistent
and indicate relatively constant Ba-MARs during the first ∼70 ka of the CIE, in sharp
contrast to the original interpretation of Bains et al. (2000) (Fig. 4). Differences in BaMARs develop after the CIM, corresponding to the transition to the recovery phase
(Fig. 2). Thereafter, Ba-MARs either display an abrupt six to seven -fold increase, as
3
predicted by the He-based age model (Farley and Eltgroth, 2003), or remain overall
constant, as implied by the orbitally-tuned age model (Röhl et al., 2007). Given the fact
that the bulk-MARs is a function of ρ and LSR (Eq. 1), and that the ρ remains overall
similar throughout the sedimentary sequence, any changes in Ba-MARs must reflect
corresponding patterns in the LSR or in the barium concentrations. Thus, according
to orbital tuning a small peak of Ba-MARs at ∼169.2 m (∼90 ka after start of CIE),
represents a short overlap between a sequence of increased Ba concentrations to the
rise in LSR. It is not clear whether this small peak is real or if it is the result of a small
offset in one of the above (i.e., LSR or [Ba]). Regardless, its magnitude and time span
are such that the implied shift in Ba-MARs is negligible.
Evidently, the coincidence between increased Ba concentrations and the CIE
(Fig. 2a) does not reflect higher productivity or a change in the marine cycle of Ba
as previously thought, but rather, the condensation of the sedimentary section due to
ocean acidification and carbonate dissolution.
Contrary to the “productivity feedback hypothesis” (Bains et al., 2000), there appears
to have been no notable change in marine export production until at least ∼70 ka after
the onset of the CIE (Fig. 4). This conclusion sheds new light on the ongoing debate over the response of the marine biosphere to carbon release at the PETM and
resolves some discrepancies between different studies. While some calcareous nannofossil assemblages, were interpreted to record oligotrophic conditions in the open
2397
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oceans during the PETM (Bolle et al., 2000; Bralower, 2002; Bowen et al., 2004; Kelly
et al., 2005), other studies argued for a rise in primary productivity in surface waters,
supporting the biological pump as a major negative feedback to the greenhouse warming (Schmitz et al., 1997; Crouch et al., 2001; Stoll and Bains, 2003; Stoll et al., 2007).
Yet these lines of evidence are ambiguous. For example, increased productivity during
the CIE was suggested on the basis of a limited increase of Sr/Ca ratios in some (but
not all) calcareous nannofossil assemblages (Stoll and Bains, 2003; Stoll et al., 2007).
Additional complications arise from the magnitude of change in Ba-MARs relative to
the short duration of the PETM event, which present mass balance problems. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is the influx of an external source of Ba to the
oceans (Dickens et al., 2003) or alternatively, a mechanism of spatial differential deposition of barite whereby the excess Ba-MARs are counterbalanced by limited Ba-MARs
in other unidentified sites (Dickens et al., 2003; Paytan et al., 2007). The latter suggestion is supported by constant marine Sr/Ba ratios observed throughout the PETM
implying no change in barite saturation in the oceans despite the changes in Ba-MARs
(Paytan et al., 2007). Clearly, the revised Ba-MARs records presented here warrant
re-consideration of some of the ideas detailed above.
5 A “kick-start” out of the PETM?
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The revised Ba-MARs imply that any significant change in export production in the
Southern Ocean lagged the abrupt rise in CO2 by at least ∼70 ka, or did not take place
3
at all. In the case of the He-derived model, this increase in Ba-MARs is synchronous
with the CIM, when bulk δ 13 C values shift from a continuous trend of depletion in 13 C,
back towards heavier, pre-CIE values, marking the start of a period of recovery back to
pre-PETM conditions (indicated in Fig. 2 by the dashed black curve). This transition is
also synchronous with evidence for a bloom of species of planktic foraminifera (Acarinina subsphaerica) (Kelly et al., 2005) and a rise in the kaolinite abundances (Robert
and Kennett, 1994). Combined, these lines of evidence indicate that the mechanism
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responsible for CO2 drawdown and carbonate precipitation in the oceans “kick-started”
abruptly about ∼70 ka after the initial CIE. Yet, the nature of this triggering mechanism
remains unclear.
A key observation in this regard is that the PETM is not a single event, but rather,
marks the first of at least three similar events that took place during the early Eocene
(Lourens et al., 2005; Nicolo et al., 2007; Westerhold et al., 2008). Their recurring pattern may indicate that these events were all triggered by the same process, which had
to be robust enough so as to be able to repeatedly trigger the discharge of vast amounts
of carbon into the atmosphere. Thus, we suggest a mechanism of changes in ocean
circulation as the most likely control on the recovery process. Indeed, it has been
suggested (Bice and Marotzke, 2002; Tripati and Elderfield, 2004, 2005; Nunes and
Norris, 2006) that a switch in the deepwater formation from a southern to a northern
locus caused the thermal dissociation of gas hydrates that triggered the sudden rise
in atmospheric CO2 and subsequent global warming. It has been further suggested
that the return to pre-PETM ocean configuration took place only after significant draw
down of greenhouse gases (Nunes and Norris, 2006) through biological processes and
enhanced silicate weathering. However, given the evidence detailed here, it appears
that the role of biological uptake was either negligible (according to the orbitally-tuned
age model) or evolved only after the recovery process began at the CIM (according
3
to the He-derived age model). Similarly, silicate weathering appears to have become
significant only after the CIM point (Robert and Kennett, 1994). Hence, we suggest
that the recovery phase may have been triggered by a discrete event. The nature of
this trigger is not known but we speculate that it may be the crossing of an oceanographic threshold, which most likely represents a combination of several parameters
(e.g., salinity, temperature), that led to the resumption of deep-water formation in the
Southern Ocean approximately ∼70 ka after the onset of the CIE. This shift could have
been associated with environmental changes that drove enhanced silicate weathering, namely, changes in the distribution of net precipitation and an overall amplified
hydrological cycle (Bice and Marotzke, 2002). Possibly, these changes resulted in an
2399

increase in export production in the Southern Ocean (according to the 3 He-derived
age model), which served as an additional negative feedback to high atmospheric CO2
levels.
6 Conclusions and implications
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The natural mechanisms of recovery from the PETM are of fundamental interest in the
context of present day global warming. Nevertheless, these mechanisms are not well
constrained and are still under debate. A central observation in this context is a prominent increase in biogenic barium mass accumulation rates (Ba-MARs) observed within
the PETM sequence at ODP site 690 in the Southern Ocean. The increase in Ba-MARs
is thought to be a proxy for increased export production in surface waters and hence,
has been argued to indicate that a massive biogeochemical productivity feedback in
the ocean was the main mechanism that supported CO2 draw down and recovery
from the PETM (Bains et al., 2000). The Ba-MARs record however, is sensitive to the
chronological framework established for the sedimentary sequence. In this paper we
re-evaluated the Ba-MARs at ODP site 690 based on the updated age models of Farley
and Eltgroth (2003) and Röhl et al. (2007).
Our re-evaluation of the “productivity feedback hypothesis” at ODP site 690 across
the PETM reveals the sensitivity of the interpretation of the BaMAR record to the choice
of the chronological framework established for the sedimentary sequence. The pronounced peak of the Ba-MARs during the main stage of the PETM, which served as
the observational evidence for the original hypothesis (Bains et al., 2000) is an artifact
of the age model used. Re-evaluation of the sedimentary record using the original
barium data and updated age models indicates that export production in the Southern
Ocean was either constant throughout the event, or lagged the abrupt rise in CO2 by at
least ∼70 ka, in sharp contrast to previous results. This implies that export production
did not rapidly remove excess carbon from the atmosphere, and renders the most likely
mechanism for carbon removal to be silicate weathering, at much slower rates than pre2400
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viously assumed. It is intriguing that the carbon isotope minimum, marking the peak of
the PETM, is promptly followed by a rise in kaolinite abundances (Robert and Kennett,
1994) and a bloom of species of planktic foraminifera (Acarinina subsphaerica) (Kelly
et al., 2005), suggesting that the recovery phase was triggered by a discrete event that
“kick-started” abruptly about ∼70 ka after the initial CIE. The nature of this trigger is
unclear but we speculate, in accord with previous studies (Bice and Marotzke, 2002;
Tripati and Elderfield, 2004, 2005; Nunes and Norris, 2006), that it involves a change in
the global ocean setting and the resumption of deep-water formation in the Southern
Ocean.
Accepting the PETM event as an analogue for current global warming, the primary
natural path of carbon sequestration in response to CO2 spiking does not appear to
involve oceanic biogeochemical feedbacks, implying that efforts to enhance these processes (e.g., the “iron hypothesis” (Martin, 1992)) might not be quantitatively sufficient;
additional paths should therefore be considered in the context of present day warming
and the search for means to reduce atmospheric carbon content.
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Fig. 2.

(A) Bulk δ 13 C and δ 18 O values during the PETM interval vs. depth (m) at ODP site 690 (Bains et al., 1999). The shadowed area represents the
duration of the carbon isotope excursion (CIE). (B) Ba concentrations (Bains et al., 2000). (C) Sediment bulk mass accumulation rates (bulk-MARs) according
to the three age models: the original orbitally-tuned age model of Norris and Röhl (1999) (green), the refined orbitally-tuned age model of Röhl et al. (2007)
(red) and the 3 He-derived age model (Farley and Eltgroth, 2003) (blue; the blue curve represent a 3-point running average excluding the two open symbols
as outliers). The Norris and Röhl (1999) age model pertains to ODP site 1051 and was interpolated by Bains et al. (2000) to ODP site 690. (D) Barium mass
accumulation rates (Ba-MARs) calculated according to three age models. Colors and symbols correspond to (C). Note the clear difference in the timing of
Ba-MARs peaks obtained using the sedimentation rates of Farley and Eltgroth (2003) and Röhl et al. (2007) compared to those of Bains et al. (1999). The
shadowed area represents the duration of the carbon isotope excursion (CIE) stage. The dashed line in the center of the CIE marks the carbon isotope minima
(CIM) and coincides the initial increase of bulk- and Ba-MAR, marking the start of the recovery phase.
We note that Farley and Eltgroth (2003) used the timing of adjacent magnetochrons (24R and 25R) to calculate the apparent 3 He flux at site 690. A recent
update of the timing of these magnetochrons (Westerhold et al., 2007) dictates a minor propagated change in the 3 He-derived chronology. For consistency
with published data, and because the changes in the updated chronology are small and do not affect any of the conclusions of our study, we refer to the
original age model of (Farley and Eltgroth, 2003).
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Fig. 3. Age vs. depth according to the three age models discussed in the paper.
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Fig. 4. Ba-MARs vs. age relative to the onset of the carbon isotope excursion (CIE) at t=0.
Both the 3 He-based and the refined orbitally-tuned records indicate relatively constant export
production during the first ∼70 ka of the CIE, in sharp contrast to the original interpretation by
Bains et al. (2000). Thereafter the two new records diverge: while the 3 He-based Ba-MARs
display a gradual increase and reach a maximum about ∼20 ka later, the refined orbitally-tuned
age model implies relatively constant Ba-MARs throughout the entire event. Colors pertain to
the legend of Fig. 2.
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